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Abstract: An efticient and low-cost transportation survey is required for future transportation
planning in developing counties. However, almost all the developed OD estimation methods
need some prior OD-table information such as parameters of the Gravity model or OD-table
estimated by small samples. In this study, we propose an OD estimation method which
only uses on-street survey. It combines traffic count data and questionnaire data.about
sampled drivers' OD information. Solutions are derived by simple matrix algebra. A case
study using a transportation survey conducted in Vietnam is examined. The estimation
results clarify some features of the method and its limitation. Finally, further topics to be
studied are discussed.
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I. BACKGROUND AND OUTLINE

In developing countries, lack of accurate traffic OD data is one of the serious constraints for
future transportation planning. Thus, efficient and low-cost survey and OD estimation
method are required. A lot of researches that estimate OD by prior information have been
developed (i.e. Maher(1983), Cascetta(1984), Lo et al.(1996) or Lo et al.(1999)). However,
they need parameters of Gravity model or past OD survey. On the other hand, estimation
methodologies without prior information have not been well discussed. In this paper, we
examine OD estimation method using on-street traIfic count data and questionnaire data on
each car's OD. The basic idea is to enlarge the OD pattems asked to sampled drivers by
trafftc volume at the survey points. But this simple method has several problems as follows:
l) Same drivers may answer his/trer oD at several survey points ("duplicate problem").
2) Enlarging method considering the above duplicate data has not been developed.
3) The differences of sampling rate between survey points should be considered.

We propose an equation to estimate OD table from on-street survey. The equation is based
on the least squares, and it is described as simple matrix algebra. But the method has several
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problems. First, the survey does not ask the route of each sample so that the route should be

identified by "minimum path" condition. Second, the answer does not satisfy the
..non-negative condition". Therefore we should introduce a constraint condition for the

estimation.

To test the applicability and limitation of the proposed method, we use actual survey data.

The examinJdata is traffrc volume and on-street survey in Vietnam in 1998. The survey

was conducted for the nationwide transportation network master plan in Vietnam by JICA.

We calculated the OD table by using the proposed method and the results showed the features

of the method. For example, it was recognized that the "non-negative condition" does not

affect the estimation result. We also compared the estimated OD table with the authorized

OD table calculated by comprehensive data, and we clarified the advatages of the proposed

method. Finally, we summarize the applicability of the method, and recommend some topics

to be studied.

2. ESTIMATTION METHOD OF OD-TABLE BY ON-STREET

QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEY

2.1 Issues of OD-table estimation methods

The principal method to estimate accurate OD+able is to calculate it by home-based travel

,u*.yr. i{o*.r"., the home-based survey costs too much and accurate population data is

also necessa.y for the estimation. One of the ways to estimate OD-table at low cost is to

combine an on-street questionnaire survey and observed traffic volume at each "survey point",

hereafter we call it "station". The on-street questionnaire asks the origin & destination of

sampled drivers and the observed traffic volume at each station can give the enlarge

coeftcient. The well-examined distribution pattem of the station's location might give

reasonable OD-table. But this simple method has several problems as follows:

l) Same drivers may answel his/her OD at several survey points ("duplicate problem")'

2) enlarging methoi considering the above duplicate data has not been developed.

:i fn" aifeiences of sampling rate between survey points should be considered.

If ihe questionnaire involves a question to identify whether he/she had 
_answered 

the survey at

other siations, we could solve the problem by omitting the sample. However, a nation-wide

OD survey can not be conducted on a same day, because the trip length is very long and

sometimes ovemight trips exist. This means the above additional question is not useful and

some methods to avoid "duplicate problem" should be developed'

2.2 Basic idea of proposed estimation method

We examine a simple method to estimate OD-table by on-street questionnaire and traffic

count data. The basic concept is based on minimizing the least squares of the differences

between the results of questionnaire and traffic volume at each station.

Here, we introduce the equations to estimate an OD-pair, therefore the subscript of the OD-

pair, " i j " , is omitted. *. urtr-" that the OD-pair has R routes. The total volume of the

OD-pair ( r ) is calculated by the summation of R route's volume'

t =L!=,t, (l)
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Then we define a dummy variable f1, as follows.

5u=1 ,if link / is part of route r
= 0, otherwise 

- 
Q)

And q, is the observed traffic volume at a station in link /. The objective function is to
minimize the differences between the summation of trip volume of routes and thc observed
trafftc volume at each station (or each link). We apply the least squares equation as the
objective function.

S = Ir(I,dr,r,-Q 1l -+ min
t,

The unknown variable is y., so the minimum point of the equation (3) is given as follows.

=0 Yr
tr

The solution of the equation (4) is written as the following matrix formulation.

Ir,l 12,6,,6u

li' I lL'!o'ot
lr, l=l : Ir\r\ut.ttl,ll
[r^J lLt6rn6t

Where the link non-observed the
OD-Pair (q,=0) is excluded. This
simple method can derive the solution
( f, ) only by calculation of inverse

matrix. But there are two major
problems.

l) f, does not always satisfy

"non-negative condition" (f, > 0 ).
2) Some algorithms to identify each

route should be explored.
Here we assume that the on-street
questionnaire does not include the
information about drivers' route,
because it is very difiicult to record all
drivers'route. The survey is conducted
on the way to their destination so that all
drivers may not have accurate
information from the station to their
destination.

If the appropriate route identification
algorithm could be developed, the
former problem would be avoided.
However, we do not have enough
information about the route choice

as/
/a

(3)

(4)

(s)

::: l!i:

Figure I Identification algorithm ofroute
IO:origin, D:destination,

Si, Sj: both nodes ofa station's link l

start

(i o(si)-sj-D
No

;i= )-sj-D(si
No(i l(sj)-si-r
No

Calculate
Minlo{il, Min[Sj-D], Min[O-Sil and MinlSi-D

{t[:l-D1.toj[llr p-si-s.;-r

No

lo-sj-si-D
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behavior, especially in developing countries. One of the methods to identi$ each route is to

assume that all drivers may choose minimum travel time route or minimum distance route.

In this paper, we apply this "minimum path condition". The algorithm is shown in Figure 1.

Our surveyed OD-data at each station does not include direction information. For example,

if an OD pair, "O to D", was surveyed at a station which locates between node Si and Sj, we

do not identifu the actual path was "o -> si -' sj -'D" or "o -> sj -> si -> D"' Therefore'

some algorithm to discriminate the reasonable path should be required. One of the ways is

to compare the distance of two paths and identifu the shorter one as actual path. This

algorithm is shown in Figure 1.

2.3 Outline of analyzed data

In this paper, travel surveys in Vietnam is examined as an example of the proposed method.

The nationwide survey was conducted in 1998-1999 for "The Study on The National

Transport Development Strategy in The Socialist Republic of Vietnam (VITRANSS)".
VITRANSS was a study by the Japan Intemational Cooperation Agency (JICA) and Ministry
of Transport of Vietnam to suggest log-term transportation development strategies. In the

study, the country was divided into 6l zones (Figure 2) and 39 stations were located. Traffrc

count survey and questionnaire survey, and sampled data were coqducted to estimate the

OD+able bbtween 6l zones. The survey covered all modes; passenger car, truck, ship. But
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Figure 2' Zoningin VITRANSS study Figure 3 Road network and Location of stations
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in this study, we only analyze "car trip" consisting ofpassenger cars and trucks.

We treat the VITRANSS survey result to examine the proposed OD estimation method,
however, the actual VITRANSS study did not use the method. Careful heuristic process was
applied to the estimation, and our study was independent of VITRANSS results.

s

3. RESULTS OF IDENTIFICATION ALGORITHM OF ROUTE

The number of OD-pairs in VITRANSS data is 3,261. This number includes the samples
which have duplicated routes. Therefore, the identification algorithm of route (Figure l)
should be applied.

Figure 4 shows one of the results of
the route identification. "Detour
rate" means the distance of estimated
route divided by the minimum
distance between each observed
sample. A detour rate of about 6%o

of sampled OD-pairs is over 3, which
may be an unreasonable number.
Example of typical unreasonable and
reasonable results are shown in Figure
5 and 6., In Figure 5, the station of
the sampled data did not locate
between the answered origin and
destination. The reason for this may
be imagined as follows;

1) The driver did not dnswer his/her true origin or destination.
2) The answered OD was the trip chain OD of the day, and the trip observed at the station

was one of the chained trips.
3) The hypothesized zone center is far from the true origin/destination point.
4) Some mistakes in the process of recording data.

To avoid reason 2) above, a careful questionnaire survey should be designed. Some process

$ oo

Figure 5 Example of unreasonable result
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Figure 6 Example of reasonable result
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which can omit the unreasonable answers should be introduced in the questionnaire' Reason

3) above is based on the accuracy of demand analysis system. More precise zoning could

reduce it, but the burden of handling spatial data increases. This problem may relatively

occur at short distance trips so that some heuristic process should be required especially for

the short trips.

The identified routes still include duplicated samples. The "duplicated samples" mean that

the samples observed at different stations have same origin and destination. By checking

each sample's route with other samples' route' the duplicated routes are merged'

consequently,the3,26l OD-pairs were reduced to 1,720 OD-pairs (Table 1).

Table 1 The number of OD-pairs by merging duplicated samples

4. ESTIMATION OF OD-TABLE BY MINIMIZING LEAST SQUARES

The trip volume of each OD-Pair is
estimated by the least squares method,
given in Equation (5). As mentioned in
subsection 3.2, this method does not have

non-negative condition, so that the results

may involve some negative number.

Figure 7 shows the frequencY of
estimated route's volume. Almost all

the volume of each route is positive.

However, there are small negative results.

ll
1-l
l 500 2000

The data for the estimation consists of
2,900 routes and 1,720 OD-Pairs. Of
course, the OD-pairs which have ohly one Figure 7
route are not estimated as negative
number. The rate of negative estimation
is about 18% to 22Yo as for number of
routes, which is included in the OD-pairs of above one route (Figure 8). But, as for the

number of OD-pairs, OD-pairs which have over two routes include over' 50%o negative

numbers. From this result, it is considered that our proposed method does not have

robustness for the insufficient surveys.

One of the reasons which derives the negative trip volume is explained in Figure l0' The

example displays that the OD-pair has two routes, and the trip volume of each route observed

is 60 (route lj and l0 (route 2). But at the station which contains the two routes, the

observed volume is very small compared to the summation of each route's observation
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0% 5U/o lWo 0% 5U/o 10tr/o

Figure 8 Proportion of negative estimations Figure 9 Proportion of negative estimations
[proportion as for number of routes] [proportion as for numbei of oD-pairs]

(er=10 < qt+ q2\70). If we apply the least squares method (Equation (5)) to this pattern,
one of the route's volume is estimated as a negative number as follows.

(6)[t]=[? l] [ff]il]=[iI
The complicated routes and stations
structure tends to generate this situation,
therefore, the rate of negative results is
relative to the number of routes of each
OD-pair as shown in Figure-9.

D is c ussion for furth er analys es

One of the ways to avoid non-negative
numbers is to conduct an accurate survey,
and design a careful questionnaire as
mentioned. Here, we would discuss the
other technical methods.

qz=10

l0 An example generating
negative result

origin

Figure

To ylsff the non-negative condition by force, non-linear optimization with non-negative
condition may be applied. Recent popular optimizer could easily solve this probleri. For
example, if we solve the former example (Figure l0), the solution is given as tr=36.7, tz=O.
However, this method offers only a plausible solution. It can not clarifu the fundamental
problem such as the errors ofsurvey and questionnaire.

Another technical method is to introduce an accuracy of sampling at each station. If we
assume that the observed traffic volume of the r-th route at the /-th itation ( q,, ) i, distributed
normal, the dispersion is defined as follows.

o, -Q?q,,(r-q,,\
Qr \ at)

(7)

E positive

I negative

QF6O
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Where, Q, is the total observed traffic volume at the /-th station, 41 is the number of

drivers who answered the questionnaire (2,4r=Q). From the logarithmic likelihood

function, the following equation is derived as well as equation (3).

(8)

(e)

L,6t,6,^lo?tf-t

Lt;r;t,l oi I

I

L,a,^d,*lo,^)

[r]

LI

L = r,( 2, 5 t,t,-4 t\2 -+ min-'1. 2oi, ) t,

The first order derivation as for equation (8) gives

ZtSndnf o?r

:

Zrdndnf o\n

2,5uq,f o?,

Z,a,,,q,f o?,

2,5,*q,f o,*

This method can consider that the difference of accuracy, and sampling rate between stations.

If the ..negative number problem" caused some inaccurate observations, it might contribute to

the generation of negative numbers. Actually, we applied this method to the VITRANSS

data. However, the numbers of negative ones do not decrease. As for our data, more

fundamental process should be considered.

Our proposed method needs an appropriate route identification algorithm before applying the

least square estimation. In this paper, we assume drivers choose the minimum distance path.

If there are many traffic congestion points in contrast to Vietnam, the minimum travel time

condition which considers congestion or grade of road should be adopted. Basically, both

minimum distance and minimum travel time are special case of route choice model.

Conventional route choice model such as the Logit model ought to be examined. In any case,

the best way to get accurate route information is to ask drivers his/her actual route directly as

mentioned in Section 3.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A new method for OD-table estimation by using on-street survey is examined in this paper.

It was clarified that the method requires sufficient accuracy, especially, validity of route

specification is sensitive to the estimation result. If the survey does not gather actual route

information, appropriate route choice model (including minimum distance or travel time)

should be developed to improve accuracy of route identification algorithm.

The case study on the nationwide travel survey in Vietnam could not arrive at reasonable

results. The number of estimated negative trip volume is not negligible, and we do not have

enough information to improve it. However, the proposed method would give important

insig[ts into the estimation of OD-table. If there are experts who have sufficient experience

andlnowledge for drivers' behavior, the results may be improved easily and the method can

save their effort. This method may not give accurate answers, otherwise, it can assist to get

OD-table easily under the condition of few survey data.

Because of the limitation of examined data, we can not study the method in detail. More

simple OD patterns should be tested to clarify the feature of it. And the simulation study
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may discuss location of survey points and appropriate sample size; the distribution and the

number of stations for efficient survey.
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